
4 Finnish tangos 
for Agnes Martin

mark so

—for 2 violins, 1 or 2 accordions, piano and contrabass

instruments perform the activities assigned, all in play together (overlapping) for at least a moderate duration in each movement, but otherwise playing independently for a long time in each movement, 
         except the piano, which plays continuously throughout, beginning and ending the piece; long ensemble pauses between movements (besides the piano, which continues playing through the breaks)——                                        

piano (throughout):  in the inclusive range from Bb below middle C through B a minor 9th above, play chords of about 5 notes each, using both hands, any pitches each time; each chord decaying completely before playing the next; no pedal

—love—

violins: each play 1 slow ascending glissando, 200 cents or less in range (bow changes permitted)

accordion(s): (treble shifts: unison only) play 1 major chord (button) and 1 note (keyboard) together, any number of times 
                      [in all 4 movements: each time, the sonority lasts one full opening or closure of the bellows; chord and note may be any each time; short breaks between]

contrabass: play natural harmonics on  a single open string, one after another, lasting one full bow each

—sorrow—

violins: each play 1 slow descending glissando, 200 cents or less in range (bow changes permitted)

accordion(s): (treble shifts: unison & tremulant) play 1 minor chord (button) and 1 note (keyboard) together, any number of times

contrabass: sustain one low tone for a very long time (bow changes permitted)

—nature—

violins: each play 2 slow glissandos, 1 ascending and 1 descending, each 200 cents or less in range (bow changes permitted)

accordion(s): (treble shifts: master–all sets) play 1 diminished chord (button) and 1 note (keyboard) together, any number of times

contrabass: sustain any high natural harmonic for a very long time (bow changes permitted)

—the countryside—

violins: each sustain 1 natural harmonic for a very long time (bow changes permitted)

accordion(s): (treble shifts: higher octave & lower octave–no unison) play 1 dominant 7th chord (button) and 1 note (keyboard) together, any number of times

contrabass: play pizzicato tones at a relaxed, somewhat regular pulse on a single open string, any number of times

—always very soft, balanced—
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